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MOTIVATION:

The primary goal of WebAssembly is to support efficient native code on the web. WebAssembly
offers the promise of running native apps and games in-browser, safely, with low overhead. It
also offers the web platform an evolutionary path forward that doesn’t burden JavaScript with
features that serve it poorly. Among other things, wasm will offer a binary format for code that is
both space efficient, fast to decode, and can produce good quality machine code which will run
at native speeds.

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT

Explain the design of v8-native-prototype experiment in sufficient detail as a basis for
developing the official WebAssembly binary format.

ORIGINAL GOALS FOR THE PROTOTYPE:

- (Spring 2015) Develop a prototype binary decoder that demonstrates space efficiency,
fast decode time, and will generate quality machine code.

- (Summer-Fall 2015) Feed the result of decoding into an optimizing compiler and validate
the promise of fast decode.

- (Late 2015) Offer an experimental platform that is close enough to production speed to
inform design decisions with real data.

- Now (2016): serve as a starting point for public, collaborative productionization.

Refer to WebAssembly’s design goals for more details.

SITUATING ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE V8 PROTOTYPE:

- Interact with JS: We assume that a first prototype of wasm will need to interact with
JavaScript and other web APIs and therefore at least needs to be able to call into and
out of JavaScript. Therefore we chose to embed this prototype into a JS engine.

- Will be in Chrome: We assume that if WebAssembly is a success that Google will want
to ship native support within Chrome and therefore chose to build this prototype within
V8.

- Feeding optimizing compiler is on critical path: We assume that the best
performance of wasm will be achieved with an optimizing compiler, rather than a
baseline opcode-by-opcode compiler or an interpreter. We therefore chose to build on

https://github.com/WebAssembly/design
https://github.com/WebAssembly/design/blob/master/HighLevelGoals.md


TurboFan, V8’s new optimizing compiler that has been designed to produce high quality
code and has already demonstrated itself for asm.js. In particular, a decent register
allocator and code generator are a minimum necessary to get close to native
performance.

SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE PROTOTYPE TO DATE:

- MVP Only: we don’t need to support features in WebAssembly that are not in the MVP
(Minimum Viable Product), such as SIMD, threads, locks, and dynamic linking.

SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE BINARY FORMAT:

- MVP Only: we don’t need to support features in WebAssembly that are not in the MVP,
such as SIMD, threads, locks, and dynamic linking.

- Structured control flow only: unstructured control flow can give rise to irreducible
control flow graphs which are difficult for optimizing compilers to handle. Few JITs
support unstructured control flow, and ones that do generally handle it only moderately
well. E.g. JavaScript VMs generally don’t support irreducible control since it is not
possible at the source level and can only occur internally through OSR, which is handled
specially. Java VMs typically do not handle unstructured control flow in their optimizing
compilers and bail out to the interpreter. Like V8, DartVM only handles irreducible control
in the case of OSR.

- Direct encoding of AST. We assume that WebAssembly’s current design idea of using
an AST to represent code will hold and that a direct encoding of the AST will be close to
whatever binary format is eventually decided upon in the future.

- Don’t need to save every bit. We assume that a byte-by-byte encoding will be sufficient
to demonstrate a compact format, and though packing bits and adding many opcodes as
shorthands might offer some more gains, higher-level compression like zlib or a
macro-like de-duplication layer on top of the byte-by-byte encoding will be a bigger win.

- Tools will not target the format, other than an assembler (or two). We assume that
example programs and tests outside of the internal implementation will be in a textual or
other format that can be translated to this prototype’s format automatically, so that we
can experiment with opcode numbers, different opcodes, structures, etc.

Assumptions that need to be revisited:
● Tools will begin to work with the binary format, so it needs to be robust, extensible, and

self-checking.
● We will eventually want to save more bits with special opcodes and/or compression.
● We will need to envision support for SIMD, threads, locks, dynamic linking, etc.

Refer to WebAssembly’s binary format documentation for more details.

https://github.com/WebAssembly/design/blob/master/BinaryEncoding.md


MODULE FORMAT

A module consists of a binary sequence of bytes, hereafter referred to simply as the binary.
Unless otherwise specified, an offset will refer to byte offset from the beginning of the binary. A
module is nothing more than a sequence of sections that define the memory, function
signatures, functions, indirect call table, and data segments of the module. Sections are
indicated by a section declarator byte, followed by the sections’ content as bytes. A section end
declarator signals the end of sections and may be followed by user data. Each section
declarator byte is described below.

Section Type Code Description

kDeclMemory 0x00 (at most one) memory section, which describes the size and
aliasing properties of the linear memory.

kDeclSignatures 0x01 (at most one) table of function signatures referenced by
function declarations and indirect calls.

kDeclFunctions 0x02 (at most one) table of functions, including imports, exports,
and locally declared functions.

● must not appear before the kDeclSignatures section

kDeclGlobals 0x03 (at most one) set of global variables (asm.js translation only).

kDeclDataSegments 0x04 (at most one) table of data segments, which initialize the
linear memory with data from the binary

kDeclFunctionTable 0x05 (at most one) indirect function call table
● must not appear before the kDeclFunctions section

kDeclEnd 0x06 signals end of sections

Enhancements possible: For the prototype, we focused on quick iteration and robustness,
rather than forward compatibility or extensibility. The format can be modified and enhanced in
a number of possible ways.

● The addition of a magic number or string identifying WASM binaries
● Forward-compatible extensibility (e.g. identify sections by name rather by code)
● An opcode table section, which allows user redefinition of 1-byte AST opcodes
● A table of sections (like, e.g. ELF) to allow skipping forward in the binary
● Additional sections for dynamic linking, source-level information, etc



● Each section specifies a length, so sections can be skipped, perhaps as part of the
section table.

Each section in the binary generally occupies a contiguous range of bytes, though the data
segment and function tables may reference raw data or names that can be stored at the end or
throughout the binary. Most sections are variable size and encode a fixed number of entries.



Memory Section (0x00)

The memory section declares the size and properties of the linear memory of the
module. It consists of a fixed size structure. The memory section is not required. If a module
lacks a memory section, then load and store opcodes should not be used.

min_memory u8 Minimum memory size as a power of 2.

max_memory u8 Maximum memory size as a power of 2.

export u8 Nonzero if the memory should be exported (e.g. when embedding in a
JavaScript environment).

Enhancements needed:
● The minimum and maximum memory size should not be specified as a power of 2, but

instead as a multiple of the WASM page size (see design for reference)
● The ability to resize the memory should be explicitly declared

https://github.com/WebAssembly/design/blob/master/AstSemantics.md#resizing


Signatures Section (0x01)

The signature section declares all function signatures that will be used in function
declarations, imports, exports, and the indirect function call table. It consists of a variable
number of signature declarations, each of which is also variable-sized. Signatures do not need
to be canonicalized; i.e. the same signature may legally appear in the table more than once.

Signatures Count

signatures_count LEB128 Number of signature entries in this section

Signature Entry (repeated)

param_count u8 Number of parameter types to follow the return type

return_type u8 Return type of the function, represented as a value
type, with 0 meaning “no return value”

params u8 x param_count Value types of the parameters

Values types (see design for reference) are encoded simply as:

enum LocalType {

kAstI32   = 1,

kAstI64   = 2,

kAstF32   = 3,

kAstF64   = 4,

};

Enhancements possible:
● Generalize the signatures section to allow future kinds of types
● Allow encoding of multiple return value signatures

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://github.com/WebAssembly/design/blob/master/AstSemantics.md#types


Functions Section (0x02)

The functions section declares all imported, exported, and locally defined functions. If a
functions section exists, it must only appear after the signature section in the binary (since
function entries reference the signature table). Like other sections, the functions section
includes a variable number of entries, with the number of entries encoded in the beginning.
Function entries themselves are variable-length.

Functions Count

functions_count LEB128 Number of function entries in this section

Function entries can encode imported functions or locally defined functions. Either kind
of function can be then marked as an export. Every function must have a signature. To save
space, a function entry is split into several pieces so that unnecessary pieces can be omitted,
such as the name for anonymous functions. Which pieces of the entry appear is encoded in the
declaration flags (decl_flags) which follows the signature index.

Function Entry (repeated)

decl_flags u8 Set of flags describing attributes of a function and which
optional fields will follow.

● bit 0: a function name is present
● bit 1: the function is an import
● bit 2: the function has declared locals
● bit 3: the function is exported

signature_index u16 The functions parameter and return types

Name field (present if decl_flags[0] == true)

name_offset u32 Offset of a null-terminated string representing the function name.

Declared Locals (present if decl_flags[2] == true)
Non-imported functions must have function bodies. Some functions are simple enough to not
require locals beside the parameters, thus this part of a function entry can be omitted to save
space.

local_int32_count u16 Number of local variables of type int32

local_int64_count u16 Number of local variables of type int64

local_float32_count u16 Number of local variables of type float32

local_float64_count u16 Number of local variables of type float64

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128


Function body (present if decl_flags[1] == false)
Non-imported functions must have a body, which is an encoded AST.

body_size u16 The size of the encoded AST for the function’s body, which
immediate follows.

body body_size bytes The bytes of the encoded AST.

Enhancements Possible:
● Reduce the size of the local declarations using a smaller encoding.
● Allow out-of-line function bodies so that AST code can be stored elsewhere in the

binary



Global Variables Section (0x03) (non-standard non-MVP WASM)

The global variable section is not MVP WASM, but is intended to make the asm.js ->
WASM translation easier. Post MVP, WASM may add thread-local variables that might be
declared through a similar mechanism. The global variable section encodes a fixed number of
globals. Like the other sections, the number of global variable entries is encoded as a
variable-sized integer.

Global Variable Count

globals_count LEB128 Number of global variable entries in this section

Global Variable Entry (repeated)

name_offset u32 Offset of a zero-terminated utf8 string representing the name of
the global variable

type u8 enum MemType {
kMemI8 = 0,
kMemU8 = 1,
kMemI16 = 2,
kMemU16 = 3,
kMemI32 = 4,
kMemU32 = 5,
kMemI64 = 6,
kMemU64 = 7,
kMemF32 = 8,
kMemF64 = 9

};

exported u8 Nonzero if the global should be exported

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128


Data Segments (0x04)

Data segments give the module the ability to load binary data into memory before
execution starts. They are encoded as entries in a data segment table that reference raw bytes
in the binary. Like the other sections with repeated entries, this section starts with a
variable-sized integer that encodes the number of entries.

Data Segment Count

data_segments_count LEB128 Number of data segment entries in this section

Data Segment (repeated)

dest_addr u32 Destination address in the linear memory to which the data
segment should be loaded

source_offset u32 Offset within the binary of the first byte of the data segment

source_size u32 Size in bytes of the data segment

init u8 Nonzero if the segment should be loaded into memory at program
start (design room left for potential program-directed loading of
segments)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128


Function Table (0x05)

The function table encodes a module-specified array of functions that can be called
indirectly. When a module executes a call_indirect opcode, the index is interpreted as an index
into this table. The function table references functions from the functions section, and thus must
appear after it in the binary. Like the other sections, the function table begins with a
variable-sized integer that specifies the number of entries.

Functions Count

function_count LEB128 Number of function entries in this section

Function Reference Entry (repeated)

function_index u16 index into the functions segment entries, referencing a function

Note that functions that are not referenced in the function table cannot be called
indirectly. The function table is not required to be canonicalized; the same function index may
appear multiple times in the table.

Enhancements possible:
● Modules might have more than 64k functions, requiring a larger data type to encode

the function index

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128


FUNCTION BODY FORMAT

A function body consists of a sequence of bytes representing a preorder encoding of the AST.
For an AST node X with children Y and Z, the sequence of bytes will be [X][Y][Z]. Preorder
encoding is highly convenient for a nontrivial decoder, since it needs to perform certain steps at
preorder, in-order and postorder points in the AST. Preorder also makes the format
unambiguous: we know how many subchildren a node will have immediately when we encoder
its first few bytes in the stream. Most nodes require only a single byte in the output stream, since
we dedicate a large amount of the opcode space to encoding operations and there are relatively
few control operations. A full account of the AST nodes is at the end of this document.

Example program 1:

int32 foo(int32 a, int32 b) {

return 3 * b + a;

}

FUNCTION BODY DECODER

The function body decoder is a key piece of the puzzle. The design of the binary format is driven
by making decoding fast: one pass if at all possible. Decoding encompasses:



- Validation: type check the AST operations, validate local variable indices, function
references, global variable references, return values, and control flow structure.

- Produce compiler IR: since we assume an optimizing compiler, the decoder should be
able to produce its intermediate representation directly with minimal work.

Note for this prototype we explicitly did NOT focus on:
- (X) Produce an AST. There will be other tools that will want to manipulate ASTs for

transformation and analysis. They should be able to decode to an in-memory AST
relatively easily using the same techniques described here.

- (X) Baseline JIT compiler. If compilation speed proves to be a problem for large
modules, one mitigating strategy would be to develop a faster compiler that generates
machine code directly from the bytes in one or two cheap passes.

- (X) Produce interpretable bytecode. For even faster startup, and to support debugging
and validation, an interpretable bytecode would have clear advantages.

The most straightforward approach to decoding a preorder layout of the AST would be to use a
recursive descent parser. A sketch of such a parser is below

ILLUSTRATION ONLY: Recursive descent decoding that builds an explicit AST.

byte* pc;
Expr* ParseExpr() {
switch(*pc) {
case kInt32Add:
pc++;
Expr* left = ParseExpr();
Expr* right = ParseExpr();
return new Int32Add(left, right);

case kBoolNot:
pc++;
Expr* inner = ParseExpr();
return new BoolNot(inner);

case kGetLocal:
pc++;
int which = *pc++;
return new Local(which);

case kInt8Const:
pc++;
int value = *pc++;
return new IntConst(value);

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}
}



Stmt* ParseStmt() {
switch(*pc) {
case kReturn:
pc++;
Expr* val = ParseExpr();
return new Return(val);

case kIf:
pc++;
Expr* cond = ParseExpr();
Stmt* tstmt = ParseStmt();
Stmt* fstmt = ParseStmt();
return new IfStmt(cond, tstmt, fstmt);

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}

}

Of course, the decoder explicitly does not build an AST. It instead both validates the code and
builds the compiler IR. We want to avoid the expense of building an AST, since ASTs can be
heavyweight (for perspective, V8’s AST representation can be as large as 100x the size of the
source it represents).

ILLUSTRATION ONLY: Validating the bytecode while decoding--without an AST.

byte* pc;
LocalType ParseExpr() {
switch(*pc) {
case kInt32Add:
pc++;
AssertInt32(ParseExpr());
AssertInt32(ParseExpr());
return kLocalInt32;

case kFloat32Add:
pc++;
AssertFloat32(ParseExpr());
AssertFloat32(ParseExpr());
return kLocalFloat32;

case kGetLocal:
pc++;
int which = *pc++;
return LookupLocalType(which);

case kInt8Const:
pc += 2;
int value = *pc++;



return kLocalInt32;
…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}
}

void ParseStmt() {
switch(*pc) {
case kReturn:
pc++;
AssertType(GetReturnType(), ParseExpr());
return

case kIf:
pc++;
AssertInt32(ParseExpr());
ParseStmt();
ParseStmt();
return;

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}

}

TO RECURSE OR NOT TO RECURSE?

The main problem with recursive descent parsers is that they can run out of stack space. For
comparison, in V8’s many different walks over the JavaScript AST, an explicit stack check
guards that the C++ code does not run out of memory. This has been a source of bugs in weird
corner cases at a low rate throughout history. Failing to properly check the C++ stack limits
could result in a major security violation, since the stack would be overrun, causing the VM to
potentially crash, or worse, get owned. One way to avoid this problem is simply not to use
recursion at all, but instead use an explicit stack that manages expressions during decoding.
Managing the explicit stack is far safer and potentially more efficient than manually checking
stack limits. We assume that WASM binaries offer a new attack vector for malicious actors to try
to crash or own the browser and we are designing with according paranoia.

There is a straight-forward transformation from a recursive descent strategy to an iterative
(shift-reduce) strategy. That’s to introduce a stack of productions and rules for when to push
productions onto the stack and when they are finished.



Intuitively, a shift-reduce parser pushes a production onto the stack at the beginning and pops it
off the stack when it’s done. These push and pop operations correspond exactly to calls and
returns in a recursive descent parser. The production remains on the stack while its
subexpressions are being parsed. Shift-reduce trades the storage space of a native stack for
manually managed storage and an iterative parsing loop.

Advantages of shift-reduce (LR) decoding:
- Less memory: The manually managed stack contains far less data than native frames.
- Fewer bugs: No possibility of overflowing the native stack.
- Fewer bugs: Decoding can be immediately terminated when an input error is detected,

preventing the decoder from continuing in a potentially inconsistent state.
- Debuggability: The decoding stack is data and can be easily dumped for debugging,

showing the user exactly what the decoder is doing.
- Speed? Have to benchmark to see.

IMPLEMENTATION: Validating the bytecode using shift-reduce decoding without an AST.

byte* pc;
byte* end;
struct Production { byte* pc; int index; int count; }
Stack<Production> stack;
void Parse() {
while (pc < end) {
switch(*pc) {
case kInt32Add:
Shift(pc, 2);
pc++;
break;

case kFloat32Add:
Shift(pc, 2);
pc++;
break;

case kGetLocal:
pc++;
int which = *pc++;
Reduce(kLocalInt32);
break;

case kInt8Const:
pc += 2;
int value = *pc++;
Reduce(kLocalInt32);

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}
}



}

void Shift(byte* pc, int count) {
stack.push({pc, 0, count});

}

void Reduce(LocalType type) {
while (true) {
Production* p = stack.top();
int index = p.index++;
switch(*p.pc) {
case kInt32Add:
if (index == 0) AssertInt32(type);
if (index == 1) AssertInt32(type);
break;

case kFloat32Add:
if (index == 0) AssertFloat32(type);
if (index == 1) AssertFloat32(type);
break;

case kStmtIf:
if (index == 0) AssertInt32(type);
if (index == 1) ; // statement; do nothing
if (index == 2) ; // statement; do nothing
break;

…
}
if (p.index < p.count) break;
if (stack.empty()) break;
stack.pop();

}

}

The above code illustrates how validation is done with a shift-reduce strategy. The stack
maintains the number of expected subexpressions (count) and the current number of finished
expressions (index). The Shift operation pushes a production onto the stack with an expected
number of subexpressions. When that number of subexpressions are finished, then this
production will also be finished. The Reduce operation is called when a subexpression is
finished. If the newly finished subexpression finishes the production on the top of the stack, then
that top of stack is finished as well, and so on, until the stack is either empty, or we reduce an
unfinished production. Along the way, typechecking rules are applied for the bytecode at the top
of the stack. In this way we can implement in-order and post-order actions.

TURBOFAN GRAPH GENERATION



The other main task of decoding is to build the compiler IR. In the case of this prototype, we
want to validate that building the compiler IR is efficient and straightforward. Since the TurboFan
IR is in SSA form, that means performing SSA renaming on local variables as part of graph
building. Thanks to our preorder bytecode design, this is possible without building a full AST,
while we decode the bytecode, in a single pass.

ILLUSTRATION ONLY: Building TurboFan IR in recursive descent decoding.

byte* pc;
TFNode* ParseExpr() {
switch(*pc) {
case kInt32Add:
pc++;
TFNode* left = ParseExpr();
TFNode* right = ParseExpr();
return builder.NewInt32Add(left, right);

case kFloat32Add:
pc++;
TFNode* left = ParseExpr();
TFNode* right = ParseExpr();
return builder.NewFloat32Add(left, right);

case kGetLocal:
pc++;
int which = *pc++;
return ssa_renaming.LookupVar(which);

case kSetLocal:
pc++;
int which = *pc++;
TFNode* val = ParseExpr();
return ssa_renaming.UpdateVar(which, val);

case kInt8Const:
pc += 2;
int value = *pc++;
return builder.NewInt32Constant(value);

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}
}

void ParseStmt() {
switch(*pc) {
case kReturn:
pc++;
TFNode* val = ParseExpr();
builder.AddReturn(val);



return;
case kIf:
pc++;
TFNode* cond = ParseExpr();
TFBranch branch = builder.NewBranch(cond);
branch.BeginTrue();
ParseStmt();
branch.BeginFalse();
ParseStmt();
branch.Merge();
return;

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}

}

We can see that building nodes for expressions is very similar to building explicit AST nodes
due to the graph-based design of the TurboFan IR. Notice that when the decoder encoders a
read of a local variable, it consults the current SSA renaming environment to find the current TF
node that represents the value for that local variable. For writes of a local variable, the decoder
updates the current SSA environment with the new value for the local. (The SSA environments
will be explained in more detail below.) Some magic is hidden inside the TFBranch helper. In
particular, it creates two new copies of the SSA environment, one for each arm of the
conditional, and merges them at the end.

IMPLEMENTATION: Building a TurboFan graph using the shift-reduce strategy.

byte* pc;
byte* end;
struct Production { byte* pc; TFNode[] subnodes; int index; int count; }
Stack<Production> stack;
void Parse() {
while (pc < end) {
switch(*pc) {
case kInt32Add:
Shift(pc, 2);
pc++;
break;

case kFloat32Add:
Shift(pc, 2);
pc++;
break;

case kGetLocal:
pc++;



int which = *pc++;
Reduce(ssa_renaming.LookupVar(which));
break;

case kInt8Const:
pc += 2;
int value = *pc++;
Reduce(builder.NewInt32Constant(value));
break;

case kStmtIf:
Shift(pc, 3);
pc++;
break;

…
default:
error(“Invalid opcode”);

}
}

}

void Shift(byte* pc, int count) {
stack.push({pc, [], 0, count});

}

void Reduce(TFNode* node) {
while (true) {
Production* p = stack.top();
int index = p.index;
p.subnodes[p.index++] = node;
switch(*p.pc) {
case kInt32Add:
node = builder.NewInt32Add(p.subnodes[0], p.subnodes[1]);
break;

case kFloat32Add:
node = builder.NewInt32Add(p.subnodes[0], p.subnodes[1]);
break;

case kSetLocal:
int which = *(p.pc + 1)
ssa_renaming.UpdateVar(which, node);
break;

case kStmtIf:
if (index == 0) { … } // build branch + begin true
if (index == 1) { … } // finish true + begin false
if (index == 2) { … } // finish false (i.e. merge)
break;

…
}
if (stack.empty()) break;



if (p.index < p.count) break;
stack.pop();

}

}

Not shown here are all the in-order parsing actions associated with control flow. What were
previously statements in the recursive descent parser that help build TurboFan graphs now live
in a separate stack on the side and has to be accessed in the reduction rules. That is quite
tricky to get right, but with some experience it becomes idiomatic and thus easier. An interface
separating the in-order reduce actions from the actual code of the reduction loop could also
help.

SINGLE PASS SHIFT-REDUCE DECODER

The preceding examples only illustrate the basics of the decoder algorithm. This section will
explain in a bit more detail the state needed to build a TurboFan or other SSA-based IR graph
during a one-pass decode.

- *Stack of productions: as illustrated in the code examples, a main stack for building
expressions and tracking when an expression/statement is finished

- SSA renaming environment: to track the current value of every local variable
- Stack of blocks+loops: to validate the proper nesting of continue and break

statements, and to add jumps to the right locations
- *Stack of ifs: to manage the SSA renaming environments across the two control flow

paths

* embedded in the program’s stack in a recursive-descent parser, explicit in shift-reduce

SSA Renaming environment makes graph building efficient.
The most important state to get right is that tracked for SSA. Without proper care, constructing
SSA form can become quadratic. Luckily, using known tricks from other compilers like
Crankshaft and TurboFan, we can perform SSA renaming while decoding, without building a
dominance frontier or inserting too many redundant phis.

Illustration of SSA renaming environment for TurboFan



The decoder tracks a current SSA environment as it scans forward through the bytecodes. The
SSA environment contains the state of all local variables in terms of TurboFan graph nodes, as
well as the current effect and control nodes. The effect and control nodes are artifacts of the
sea-of-nodes representation. For a control-flow-graph based IR like Crankshaft, the SSA
environment would instead contain the current basic block to which to append instructions.

SSA Environment is mutated in place as decoding proceeds forward.
The environment is mutated in place while processing the bytecode in the forward direction.
Reads of local variables retrieve the current graph node representing the value for that local
variable, and writes update the SSA environment with a new graph node. Operations that may
read or write global state work similarly; accessing and potentially updating the current effect
node in the environment. For straight-line code, only a single SSA environment is necessary.

Illustration of mutating the SSA environment during graph building



* Note that the bytecode in this diagram is not an actual WASM bytecode (which is expression
based) but is only for illustrative purposes.

SSA environments are split and merged, tracing control flow.
Obviously, real functions have control flow consisting of ifs and loops. At branch points in the
control flow, the decoder makes copies of the current SSA environment, one for each
successor. At merge points in the control flow (i.e. at the end of an if, at the end of a block, or
the beginning of a loop), SSA environments must be merged producing phis.

Illustration of splitting and merging SSA environments



The if/block/loop stack manages SSA environments during decode.
The diagram above shows an example of how a simple if is decoded. SSA renaming requires
different environments for the true and false arms of the if, which are split off from the incoming
SSA environment when the branch is reached. They are merged back into a common successor
when the ends of the respective arms are reached. The if/block/loop stack facilitates the
management of the different environments, containing essentially a stack of pairs of SSA
environments. For ifs, these are the true and false environments; for loops, the continue and
break environments; and for blocks, just the break environment. With this stack of pairs, the
reduction rules for if, block, and loop can swap the current SSA environment for the
appropriate one at the right points.

TURBOFAN COMPILATION

The v8-native-prototype decoder produces a TurboFan IR graph that is very close to being
ready for generating machine code. Though an abstract sea of nodes, it contains only



machine-level operations like loads, stores, adds, subtracts, and multiplies, so no lowering
passes are required to generate machine code. Optimization passes like strength reduction,
constant folding, dead code elimination, phi reduction, etc can be performed, but are not
required. The current prototype feeds the graph to the compilation pipeline without performing
any addition optimization passes. TurboFan performs normal scheduling on the graph, which
includes a powerful lazy-code motion algorithm that subsumes loop-invariant code motion,
selects instructions, performs register allocation, and then generates machine code. Despite the
lack of optimization passes, the code quality is quite good due to good instruction selection and
register allocation.

Fast native calling convention. TurboFan has a very configurable calling convention
mechanism. Calls between WASM functions are implemented with a straightforward native
calling convention that makes use of general purpose registers and double registers according
to the platform. This convention is much more efficient than the normal JavaScript calling
convention which pushes everything onto the stack and must box doubles (i.e. allocate a
HeapNumber object on the heap), tag integers, pass an additional function and context as
parameters, etc.

Relevant optimization passes already available in TurboFan:
- Global value numbering
- Strength reduction
- Constant folding
- Phi reduction
- Inlining
- Control flow reduction
- Dead code elimination

Envisioned optimization passes:
- Induction variable analysis
- Bounds check elimination
- Loop peeling, versioning and unrolling

INTERACTION WITH JS

WASM will need to interact with JavaScript in various ways. The interaction in this prototype has
been limited to the narrowest possible interface to facilitate testing and integration with other
APIs.

Getting to WASM from JS. With WASM support compiled into V8, the JavaScript global object
has an additional property simply named WASM that itself exports several functions. This pattern
echoes the SIMD.js strategy of introducing a built-in object of sorts that exposes a small API.
The API exported by the WASM object is:



- WASM.verifyFunction() verifies a single function’s body
- WASM.verifyModule() verifies an entire module’s bytes
- WASM.compileRun() compile and execute “main” function of a module
- WASM.instantiateModule() instantiate a module and return an object

Enhancements possible:
● Drop testing functions like compileRun().
● Runtime feature detection from JS - hasFeature(featureName).
● Make instantiateModule() asynchronous and produce a Promise.

All of these functions take a single ArrayBuffer that represent the raw bytes of the either function
or module. Under the hood, the V8 implementation decodes modules and functions directly from
the buffer without any copies.

The functions in the list are ordered from lowest level to highest level; i.e. simply verifying the
bytes of a function body or module is only useful for testing, since it does not produce a
compiled function, but only success or failure. The next most useful function is compileRun(),
which decodes, verifies, compiles, and then runs the “main” function of the module, returning
the result. The module is discarded afterwards. That’s useful for functionality testing, but doesn’t
allow any interaction with JS or inspection of memory. The first three functions are therefore
considered testing only.

WASM.instantiateModule(buffer, ffi). The big kahuna. This function takes a buffer
representing the bytes of WASM module, decodes, verifies, and compiles the functions inside it,
producing a JavaScript object that is ready for interaction. What’s inside this object?

- Compiled functions. The machine code generated for each of the WASM functions
inside is stored in an internal table. Calls between functions are true, direct calls for
maximum efficiency.

- A linear memory. The memory is represented by an ArrayBuffer and its size in bytes
is that specified in the module, which must be a power of 2.

- Exported functions. Any exported functions declared in the module are available as
named properties on the object returned, with names as specified by the strings in the
module bytes.

- FFI bindings. If an ffi object is specified to this call, then V8 will lookup the imported
functions by name in this ffi object and generate code so that internal WASM functions
can call them. Failure to supply an FFI object that has all the appropriate functions when
there are imported functions in the WASM module will result in an exception being
thrown.



Excerpt from basic module test.

var kReturnValue = 117;

var kBodySize = 2;
var kNameOffset = 19 + kBodySize + 1;

var data = bytes(
// -- memory
kDeclMemory,
10, 10, 1,
// -- signatures
kDeclSignatures, 1,
0, kAstI32,                 // signature: void -> int
// -- main function
kDeclFunctions, 1,
kDeclFunctionName | kDeclFunctionExport,
0, 0,                       // signature index
kNameOffset, 0, 0, 0,       // name offset
kBodySize, 0,               // body size
// -- body
kExprI8Const,               // --
kReturnValue,               // --
kDeclEnd,
'm', 'a', 'i', 'n', 0       // name

);

var module = WASM.instantiateModule(data);

// Check the module exists.
assertFalse(module === undefined);
assertFalse(module === null);
assertFalse(module === 0);
assertEquals("object", typeof module);

// Check the memory is an ArrayBuffer.
var mem = module.memory;
assertFalse(mem === undefined);
assertFalse(mem === null);
assertFalse(mem === 0);
assertEquals("object", typeof mem);
assertTrue(mem instanceof ArrayBuffer);
for (var i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
module.memory = 0;  // should be ignored
assertEquals(mem, module.memory);



}

assertEquals(1024, module.memory.byteLength);

// Check the properties of the main function.
assertFalse(module.main === undefined);
assertFalse(module.main === null);
assertFalse(module.main === 0);
assertEquals("function", typeof module.main);

assertEquals(kReturnValue, module.main());

The above example shows an interaction with the WASM.instantiateModule() API. Obviously,
we don’t expect users to write WASM modules byte-by-byte; this only serves for illustration.
Also, for dynamically generating modules, it’s useful to have encoder utilities or even a kind of
assembler like https://github.com/ncbray/wassembler , which has been an indispensible tool
developing the API and flushing out bugs.

TESTING PLAN

A whole new native code execution engine comes with the potential for an endless series of
bugs and potential security issues. To maintain high product excellence (supposing that WASM
advances from a prototype to a product at some point in its future), we’d like to have a robust
and well-tested implementation.

Unit tests. Starting at the most basic level, the validation of WASM bytecode, we wrote
hundreds of decoder unittests, covering every bytecode with both positive and negative tests.
Decoder unit tests also test the verification of control structure, range errors like falling off the
end of the bytecode, type mismatches, invalid opcodes, invalid local and global indices, type
mismatches in calls, etc.

Utility tests. A suite of macros help making raw WASM bytecode in tests far easier, increasing
the quantity of tests written by making them brief and easy to write. The utilities themselves
come with tests to make sure there are no gaps left by the majority of tests being written with
the utilities.

Codegen tests. Hundreds of individual hand-written bytecode tests serve as input to the
compilation pipeline, testing every bytecode individually and also many combinations of inputs.
Every codegen test goes through the entire pipeline from decoding to graph building, full
compilation, and then the machine code is actually executed and the results compared against
the expectations.

https://github.com/ncbray/wassembler


TurboFan tests. TurboFan has a good suite of its own codegen tests that check that it
generates valid machine code for all of the operations it supports on all the platforms it supports.
We rely on TurboFan’s backends being well-tested to improve confidence in the WASM
implementation. We also wrote new tests for TurboFan, particularly the additional support for
native calling conventions that’s necessary for running WASM code.

Module decode tests. With an encoder utility in C++, we wrote many module decoder tests that
check the functionality of decoding modules, including globals, functions, data segments,
signatures, etc.

JS API tests. We wrote some JavaScript source tests that interact with the WASM API and
assert inputs and outputs, similar to the one pictured above.

JS API + execution tests. Building on the WASM API we’ve written a handful of tests that
execute the code compiled through the API and test interaction through the FFI.

Wassembler tests. A further suite of tests are built into the wassembler that test basic
functionality and also include a raytrace program, the first non-trivial computation running in
WASM.

Spec tests. The spec repo will contain a list of compliance tests in the textual s-expression
format. We do not yet have but plan to build a parser for the s-expression format that produces
the internal binary format and run the test suite for conformance.

STATUS

At the time of writing (December 2015), the v8-native-prototype is available on GitHub
https://github.com/WebAssembly/v8-native-prototype and can be patched into V8.

v8-native-prototype will be merged into V8 proper soon.

Despite a few unimplemented opcodes and modulo bugs, it is feature complete.

What does not work:
- 64-bit integers only work on 64-bit platforms
- Various int <--> float conversions are unimplemented or slightly wrong; v8-native

sometimes implements the quirky JavaScript semantics.
- Unimplemented bytecodes: ExprI64SConvertF32, ExprI64SConvertF64,

ExprI64UConvertF32, ExprI64UConvertF64

https://github.com/WebAssembly/v8-native-prototype


COMPLETE AST ENCODING REFERENCE

Simple operators
Most operators are simple and encode as a single byte. The following table gives a

reference of all 1-byte opcodes and their operand and result types.

The notation is (Name, Opcode, Signature), where the signature encodes the result
type and the parameter types, where:

● i = type i32

● l = type i64

● f = type f32

● d = type f64

Thus the signature “i_id“ is a compact representation for a signature that takes two
operands, the first of which is of type i32, the second of which is f64, and the result type is i32.

MemorySize    = 0x3b : i_v
GrowMemory    = 0x39 : i_i
I32Add        = 0x40 : i_ii
I32Sub        = 0x41 : i_ii
I32Mul        = 0x42 : i_ii
I32DivS       = 0x43 : i_ii
I32DivU       = 0x44 : i_ii
I32RemS       = 0x45 : i_ii
I32RemU       = 0x46 : i_ii
I32And        = 0x47 : i_ii
I32Ior        = 0x48 : i_ii
I32Xor        = 0x49 : i_ii
I32Shl        = 0x4a : i_ii
I32ShrU       = 0x4b : i_ii
I32ShrS       = 0x4c : i_ii
I32Eq         = 0x4d : i_ii
I32Ne         = 0x4e : i_ii
I32LtS        = 0x4f : i_ii
I32LeS        = 0x50 : i_ii
I32LtU        = 0x51 : i_ii
I32LeU        = 0x52 : i_ii
I32GtS        = 0x53 : i_ii
I32GeS        = 0x54 : i_ii
I32GtU        = 0x55 : i_ii
I32GeU        = 0x56 : i_ii
I32Clz        = 0x57 : i_i
I32Ctz        = 0x58 : i_i



I32Popcnt     = 0x59 : i_i
BoolNot       = 0x5a : i_i
I64Add        = 0x5b : l_ll
I64Sub        = 0x5c : l_ll
I64Mul        = 0x5d : l_ll
I64DivS       = 0x5e : l_ll
I64DivU       = 0x5f : l_ll
I64RemS       = 0x60 : l_ll
I64RemU       = 0x61 : l_ll
I64And        = 0x62 : l_ll
I64Ior        = 0x63 : l_ll
I64Xor        = 0x64 : l_ll
I64Shl        = 0x65 : l_ll
I64ShrU       = 0x66 : l_ll
I64ShrS       = 0x67 : l_ll
I64Eq         = 0x68 : i_ll
I64Ne         = 0x69 : i_ll
I64LtS        = 0x6a : i_ll
I64LeS        = 0x6b : i_ll
I64LtU        = 0x6c : i_ll
I64LeU        = 0x6d : i_ll
I64GtS        = 0x6e : i_ll
I64GeS        = 0x6f : i_ll
I64GtU        = 0x70 : i_ll
I64GeU        = 0x71 : i_ll
I64Clz        = 0x72 : l_l
I64Ctz        = 0x73 : l_l
I64Popcnt     = 0x74 : l_l
F32Add        = 0x75 : f_ff
F32Sub        = 0x76 : f_ff
F32Mul        = 0x77 : f_ff
F32Div        = 0x78 : f_ff
F32Min        = 0x79 : f_ff
F32Max        = 0x7a : f_ff
F32Abs        = 0x7b : f_f
F32Neg        = 0x7c : f_f
F32CopySign   = 0x7d : f_ff
F32Ceil       = 0x7e : f_f
F32Floor      = 0x7f : f_f
F32Trunc      = 0x80 : f_f
F32NearestInt = 0x81 : f_f
F32Sqrt       = 0x82 : f_f
F32Eq         = 0x83 : i_ff
F32Ne         = 0x84 : i_ff
F32Lt         = 0x85 : i_ff
F32Le         = 0x86 : i_ff
F32Gt         = 0x87 : i_ff



F32Ge         = 0x88 : i_ff
F64Add        = 0x89 : d_dd
F64Sub        = 0x8a : d_dd
F64Mul        = 0x8b : d_dd
F64Div        = 0x8c : d_dd
F64Min        = 0x8d : d_dd
F64Max        = 0x8e : d_dd
F64Abs        = 0x8f : d_d
F64Neg        = 0x90 : d_d
F64CopySign   = 0x91 : d_dd
F64Ceil       = 0x92 : d_d
F64Floor      = 0x93 : d_d
F64Trunc      = 0x94 : d_d
F64NearestInt = 0x95 : d_d
F64Sqrt       = 0x96 : d_d
F64Eq         = 0x97 : i_dd
F64Ne         = 0x98 : i_dd
F64Lt         = 0x99 : i_dd
F64Le         = 0x9a : i_dd
F64Gt         = 0x9b : i_dd
F64Ge         = 0x9c : i_dd

I32SConvertF32      = 0x9d : i_f
I32SConvertF64      = 0x9e : i_d
I32UConvertF32      = 0x9f : i_f
I32UConvertF64      = 0xa0 : i_d
I32ConvertI64       = 0xa1 : i_l
I64SConvertF32      = 0xa2 : l_f
I64SConvertF64      = 0xa3 : l_d
I64UConvertF32      = 0xa4 : l_f
I64UConvertF64      = 0xa5 : l_d
I64SConvertI32      = 0xa6 : l_i
I64UConvertI32      = 0xa7 : l_i
F32SConvertI32      = 0xa8 : f_i
F32UConvertI32      = 0xa9 : f_i
F32SConvertI64      = 0xaa : f_l
F32UConvertI64      = 0xab : f_l
F32ConvertF64       = 0xac : f_d
F32ReinterpretI32   = 0xad : f_i
F64SConvertI32      = 0xae : d_i
F64UConvertI32      = 0xaf : d_i
F64SConvertI64      = 0xb0 : d_l
F64UConvertI64      = 0xb1 : d_l
F64ConvertF32       = 0xb2 : d_f
F64ReinterpretI64   = 0xb3 : d_l
I64ReinterpretF64   = 0xb5 : l_d

● Note that the actual assignment of opcodes is subject to change





Load/store operators
Load and store operators access the linear memory. They are encoded as a one-byte

opcode followed by a memory access byte that describes the alignment and optional offset of
the load or store.

I32LoadMem8S  = 0x20 : i_i
I32LoadMem8U  = 0x21 : i_i
I32LoadMem16S = 0x22 : i_i
I32LoadMem16U = 0x23 : i_i
I64LoadMem8S  = 0x24 : l_i
I64LoadMem8U  = 0x25 : l_i
I64LoadMem16S = 0x26 : l_i
I64LoadMem16U = 0x27 : l_i
I64LoadMem32S = 0x28 : l_i
I64LoadMem32U = 0x29 : l_i
I32LoadMem    = 0x2a : i_i
I64LoadMem    = 0x2b : l_i
F32LoadMem    = 0x2c : f_i
F64LoadMem    = 0x2d : d_i

I32StoreMem8  = 0x2e : i_ii
I32StoreMem16 = 0x2f : i_ii
I64StoreMem8  = 0x30 : l_il
I64StoreMem16 = 0x31 : l_il
I64StoreMem32 = 0x32 : l_il
I32StoreMem   = 0x33 : i_ii
I64StoreMem   = 0x34 : l_il
F32StoreMem   = 0x35 : f_if
F64StoreMem   = 0x36 : d_id

The memory access byte encodes:

● bit 7: alignment of the access, with 1 = natural alignment, 0 = unaligned
● bit 4: offset of the access, with 1 = offset is present, 0 = offset is zero

If the offset bit is set, then immediately following the memory access byte is:

memory_offset LEB128 unsigned offset (see design reference)

Enhancements possible:
● bits 5-7 actually encode an atomicity annotation, which is not used in the MVP
● bits 0-3 are free and could encode small offsets

Constants and Calls

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://github.com/WebAssembly/design/blob/master/AstSemantics.md#addressing


Opcodes for constants and calls have immediates which are encoded in the byte stream.

Opcode Immediate Description of immediate

I8Const=0x09: i u8 signed 8-bit value representing an i32 constant

I32Const=0x0a: i u32 32-bit value representing an i32 constant

I64Const=0x0b: l u64 64-bit value representing an i64 constant

F64Const=0x0c: d f64 64-bit value representing an f64 constant

F32Const=0x0d: f f32 32-bit value representing an f32 constant

GetLocal=0x0e LEB128 local variable index

SetLocal=0x0f LEB128 local variable index

LoadGlobal=0x10 LEB128 global variable index

StoreGlobal=0x11 LEB128 global variable index

CallFunction=0x12 LEB128 function section index

CallIndirect=0x13 LEB128 signature table index

Enhancements possible:
● small i32 constants could be given 1-byte opcodes
● I32Const could use LEB128
● small local variable indexes could be given 1-byte opcodes

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LEB128


Control Opcodes
Control opcodes express control flow such as branching and loop.

Opcode Immediate Operands Description of opcode

Nop=0x00 no operation

Block=0x01 u8 expr* introduces a block with the {immediate}
number of expected nested expressions

Loop=0x02 u8 expr* introduces a block scope and a loop scope
with the {immediate} number of expected
nested expressions

If=0x03 cond
true

a 2-part if, with the first operand being the
condition, and the second being the true
branch

IfElse=0x04 cond
true
false

a 3-part if, with the first operand being the
condition of type (i32), the second being the
true branch of type (any), and the third being
the false branch of type (any)

Select=0x05 a
b
cond

selects either the first or second operand
depending on the third operand

Br=0x06 u8 val branches to an enclosing label, encoded in
{immediate} as the difference in relative
depth, with the first operand as a value

BrIf=0x07 u8 val
cond

conditionally branches to an enclosing label,
encoded in {immediate} in relative depth
yielding {val} for that construct

TableSwitch=0x08 u16
u16
u16*

key
case*

a jump table based on the key operand that
introduces a block scope, with the first
{immediate} denoting the number of cases,
the second {immediate} denoting the number
of table entries, the third {immediate}
denoting a jump table, followed by the case
operands

Return=0x14 expr* returns from this function with the given
value(s)

Unreachable=0x15 immediately traps


